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Abstract—Current Operating Systems (OS) perceive the different contexts of Simultaneous Multithreaded (SMT) processors as

multiple independent processing units, although, in reality, threads executed in these units compete for the same hardware resources.

Furthermore, hardware resources are assigned to threads implicitly as determined by the SMT instruction fetch (Ifetch) policy, without

the control of the OS. Both factors cause a lack of control over how individual threads are executed, which can frustrate the work of the

job scheduler. This presents a problem for general purpose systems, where the OS job scheduler cannot enforce priorities, and also for

embedded systems, where it would be difficult to guarantee worst-case execution times. In this paper, we propose a novel strategy that

enables a two-way interaction between the OS and the SMT processor and allows the OS to run jobs at a certain percentage of their

maximum speed, regardless of the workload in which these jobs are executed. In contrast to previous approaches, our approach

enables the OS to run time-critical jobs without dedicating all internal resources to them so that non-time-critical jobs can make

significant progress as well and without significantly compromising overall throughput. In fact, our mechanism, in addition to fulfilling

OS requirements, achieves 90 precent of the throughput of one of the best currently known fetch policies for SMTs.

Index Terms—Multithreaded processors, simultaneous multithreading, ILP, thread-level parallelism, performance predictability, real

time, operating systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

CURRENT processors take advantage of Instruction Level
Parallelism (ILP) to execute several instructions from a

single stream in parallel. However, there is only a limited
amount of parallelism available in each thread, mainly due
to data and control dependences. As a result, hardware
resources added to exploit this limited amount of ILP may
be utilized only occasionally, thus significantly degrading
the performance/cost ratio of these processors. A solution
to overcome this problem is to share hardware resources
among different threads. There exist different approaches to
resource sharing, ranging from multiprocessors (MPs) to
high performance SMTs. In the former case, mostly only the
higher levels of the cache hierarchy are shared. Examples of
such processors include the Power4 [4]. In the case of SMTs
[18], [23], like the Pentium4 [17] or the Power5 [12], many

more hardware resources (instruction queue (IQ) entries,
physical registers, etc.) are shared among threads. Thus,
SMTs have a better cost/performance trade-off [15].
Current trends in processor architecture indicate that many
future microprocessors will have some form of SMT. This
includes both general-purpose processors, like the Power5,
which combines two 2-context-SMT processors on a single
chip, and embedded processors, like the Meta [15].

The current collaboration between the OS and the SMT is
inherited from the traditional collaboration between the OS
and MPs: The OS perceives the different contexts of an SMT
as multiple, independent virtual processors. As a result, the
OS schedules threads onto what it regards as independent
processing units operating. However, in an SMT, threads
share many resources. Hence, these virtual processors are
not truly independent as threads scheduled at any given
time compete with each other for the resources of a single
processor. The way that these resources are allocated at the
microarchitectural level clearly affects their performance.

On the other hand, current SMTs are designed with the
main objective of increased throughput, lacking flexibility in
providing other objectives. An Ifetch policy decides how
instructions are fetched from the threads, thereby implicitly
determining the way internal processor resources, like
rename registers or IQ entries, are allocated to the threads.
The common characteristic of many existing fetch policies is
that they attempt to maximize throughput [22] and/or
fairness [16], possibly by stalling or flushing threads that
experience L2 misses [5], [6], [7], [21], or reducing the effects of
misspeculation by stalling on hard-to-predict branches [13].

Although objectives such as throughput or fairness
might be acceptable in many systems, one can easily
imagine situations where the Operating System (OS) may
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need to impose additional objectives. These may relate only
to some of the threads and may get priority over generic
objectives such as fairness and/or throughput. For instance,
in order to meet some (soft) real-time requirements, the OS
may require that a designated thread run at a certain
percentage of the maximum speed it would get if it had the
machine alone. In a conventional uniprocessor system, an
easy way to achieve such a requirement would be to
guarantee that, over a period of time, the designated thread
would be allocated an amount of CPU time, which is equal
to the percentage of speed requested. However, this
approach would not be useful in an SMT. When the
designated thread is running, it will typically be sharing
processor resources with other threads (if it was running on
its own, it would clearly underuse the SMT and defy the
whole point about having SMTs). As a result, the
designated thread’s performance requirement cannot be
guaranteed because the fetch policy used for resource
sharing would assign resources in order to meet its own
objectives rather than those of the OS. If it would serve its
purpose to allocate fewer resources to the designated
thread, it would do so.

To deal with this situation, the OS should be able to
exercise more control over how threads are executed and
how they share the processor’s internal resources. In other
words, the hardware should provide the OS with some kind
of Quality of Service (QoS) that can be used by the OS to
better schedule jobs. Thus, if we want to be able to control
the speed of a particular thread on an SMT, both the
traditional OS-level job scheduler and current SMT ap-
proaches to resource sharing by means of Ifetch policies are
no longer adequate and a closer interaction is required.

In this paper, we present novel architectural support for
OSs on SMT processors that enables a close interaction
between both. This is used to guarantee that jobs in a
workload can achieve a certain performance requirement.
As opposed to traditional monolithic approaches, where the
OS has no control over the resource sharing of an SMT
architecture, our approach is based on a resource sharing
policy that is continuously adapted as it needs to be to take
into account OS requirements. The advantages of the
proposed approach are twofold.

First, the OS can control the execution of jobs at any
given time. The OS selects a workload consisting of several
threads and indicates to the processor that certain threads
should be considered as Predictable Performance Threads
(PPTs) and must execute at a certain percentage of their full
speed, that is, the speed that a thread can achieve when it is
run alone on the processor. We have experimented with up
to two PPTs using our mechanism. When one thread is
required by a given IPC, we obtain successful results, with
an error lower than 2 percent, for target percentages
ranging from 10 percent to 80 percent. When there are
two PPTs, we run both jobs exactly at the required
percentage for a broad range of percentages. For another
broad range of required percentages, our mechanism can
realize the target for the thread with the highest priority
and give a close approximation of the required speed for
the thread with the second highest priority. This degrada-
tion only arises when there are insufficient number of

resources inside the processor to meet both requirements at
the same time.

Second, we show that the remaining Unpredictable
Performance Threads (UPTs) can make good use of the
resources that are not needed by the PPTs. As a result, our
prioritization mechanism not only maintains total through-
put, but is in fact capable of outperforming traditional fetch
mechanisms in this respect. Thus, a resource conscious
scheduler, by using our resource allocation mechanism, can
perform better than a traditional OS job scheduler using a
fetch policy as a single solution for all cases. In fact, our
mechanism achieves at least 90 percent of the performance
of one of the best currently known fetch policies for SMTs,
like FLUSH++ [5].

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes
related work and our novel approach to an OS-SMT
collaboration is placed in context. Section 3 defines the
problem we solve in this paper as well as our approach to
solve it. Section 4 elaborates the mechanism used to achieve
this collaboration. Section 5 shows the experimental setup
used for evaluation. Section 6 shows the results obtained
when prioritizing jobs using our mechanism. Finally, we
draw some conclusions in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

As illustrated in the introduction, the approaches currently
employed for resource sharing in SMTs, I-fetch policies,
may disregard any target set by the OS. This is a
consequence of the additional level of scheduling decisions,
introduced by resource sharing inside the SMT, which has
been largely examined independently of the more tradi-
tional OS level coscheduling phase.

In [3], the authors conclude that current fetch policies
that attempt to maximize throughput, like icount, should be
“balanced” for minimum forward progress of real-time
tasks; otherwise, real-time tasks may miss their deadline. In
Fig. 1a, we show an example of how the performance of an
application varies depending on the workload it is executed
in when it is run in an SMT. Fig. 1a shows the IPC of the
gzip benchmark when it is run alone (full speed) and when
it is run with other threads using two different fetch
policies, icount [22] and flush [21]. We can see that its IPC
varies a lot, depending on the fetch policy as well as the
nature of the other threads running in the context. This is
caused by the fact that management of resources (IQ entries,
registers) is not explicit. This shows that the current
collaboration between the OS and the SMT hardware, in
which the OS has no control over the resource sharing of an
SMT architecture, does not provide control over the
execution of applications.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few papers have
identified the need for a closer interaction between
coscheduling algorithms and the resource sharing made in
SMT processors in order to force priorities. In [20], an
extension to the icount fetch policy is proposed by including
handicap numbers that reflect the priorities of jobs. This
approach suffers from the same shortcomings as the
standard icount policy, namely, that resource management
is implicitly done by the fetch policy. Therefore, although
this mechanism is able to prioritize threads to some extent,
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the running times of jobs are still hard to predict, rendering
this approach unsuited for real-time constraints. For
example, in Fig. 1b, we show the IPC of the gzip

benchmark for different handicap numbers and workloads.
We observe that running gzip with the same handicap
leads to different IPC values, with a variation of up to
60 percent, depending on the workload. Hence, even when
the icount handicap prioritization mechanism achieves
some prioritization of threads, it is still far from the
objective of this paper, namely, ensuring that several
threads in a workload run at a given target IPC.

Finally, the Power5 [12] processor uses a mechanism to
control the decode bandwidth. In our architecture, this
control provides the same results as controlling the fetch
bandwidth. However, given that no information on the
internal resource allocation of the Power5 has been released,
we cannot compare the efficiency of this mechanism and ours.

3 QOS PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this paper, we move a step further than existing work
and we propose a novel approach for a dynamic interaction
between the OS and the SMT which allows the former to
pass specific requests onto the latter. In particular, we focus
on the following challenge: Given a workload of N jobs1

and one or two Predictable Performance Threads (PPT0 and
PPT1) in this workload, where PPT0 has higher priority
than PPT1, find a resource sharing policy to:

. Ensure that PPT0 runs at (at least) a given target IPC
that represents X percent of the IPC it would get if it
were to be executed alone on the machine.

. Second, ensure that PPT1 (if PPT1 is given) runs at a
given target IPC that represents Y percent of the IPC
it would get if it were to be executed alone on the
machine or as close as possible to this Y percent
when there are insufficient resources to realize the
targets for both PPT0 and PPT1 at the same time.

. Third, maximize the throughput for the remaining
N � 1 (or N � 2 if a PPT1 is given) Unpredictable
Performance Threads (UPTs) in the workload.

To tackle a challenge such as the one described above, we
propose a generic approach to resource sharing for SMTs
which addresses such challenges as a QoS problem. This
approach is inspired by QoS in networks in which processes
are given guarantees about bandwidth, throughput, or
other services. Analogously, in an SMT, resources can be
reserved for threads in order to guarantee a required
performance. Our view is that this can be achieved by
having the SMT processor provide “levers” through which
the OS can finetune the internal operation of the processor
as needed. Such levers can include prioritizing instruction
fetch for particular threads, reserving parts of the resources
like IQ entries, etc.

In order to measure the effectiveness of a solution to a
QoS problem, we have proposed the notion of QoS space.
We observe that, on an SMT processor, each thread, when
running as part of a workload, reaches a certain percentage
of the speed it would achieve when running alone on the
machine. Hence, for a given workload consisting of
N applications and a given instruction fetch policy, these
percentages give rise to a point in an N-dimensional space,
called the QoS space.2 For example, Fig. 2 shows the QoS
space for two threads, eon and twolf. In this figure, both
the x and y-axis span from 0 to 100 percent. We have used
three fetch policies: icount [22], flush [21], and data gating
(dg) [9] in our baseline configuration. Theoretically, if a
policy leads to the point ðx; yÞ, then it is possible to reach
any point in the rectangle ð0; 0Þ; ðx; yÞ by judiciously
inserting empty fetch cycles. Fig. 2 shows a more general
picture in which the dashed curve indicates points that
intuitively could be reached using some fetch policy.
Obviously, by assigning all fetch slots and resources to
one thread, we reach 100 percent of its full speed.
Conversely, it is impossible to reach 100 percent of the
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Fig. 1. Motivation of this paper. From top to bottom: (a) gzip IPC for

different contexts. (b) gzip IPC for different handicap values.

1. We assume throughout the paper that the workload is smaller than or
equal to the number of hardware contexts supported by the SMT.

2. As shown in Section 6, the notion of QoS space is applicable to other
quantities, not only a percentage of IPC.

Fig. 2. QoS space for three fetch policies and important QoS points.



speed of each application at the same time since they share

resources.
In Fig. 2, we see that the representation of the QoS space

also provides an easy way to visualize other metrics used in

the literature. Points of equal throughput lie on a single line

whose slope is determined by the ratio of the maximum

IPCs of each thread (in this case, �1:2=3:8 ¼ �0:32). Such a

point with maximum throughput is also indicated in the

figure. Finally, points near the bottom-left top-right diag-

onal indicate fairness, in the sense that each thread achieves

the same proportion of its maximum IPC. In either case,

maximum values lie on those lines that have a maximum

distance from the origin.
Each point or area (set of points) in the reachable

subspace entails a number of properties of the execution of

the applications: maximum throughput, fairness, real-time

constraints, power requirements, a guarantee, say 70 per-

cent, of the maximum IPC for a given thread, any

combination of the above, etc. In other words, each point

or area in the space represents a solution to a QoS

requirement. It is the responsibility of the OS to select a

workload and set a QoS requirement and it is the

responsibility of the processor to provide ways to enable

the OS to enforce such requirements. The processor should

dynamically adjust the resource allocation and attempt to

converge to a point or area in the QoS space that

corresponds to a QoS requirement.

4 SOLUTION OF THE QOS PROBLEM

The notion of QoS implies the existence of hardware

mechanisms in the SMT processor that can offer effective

control over the execution of threads. It also implies that the

OS should have some knowledge of the full speed of jobs in

order to be able to give requirements to the hardware, such

as “execute this job at a certain percentage of its full speed.”

That is, our mechanism requires that all instances of an

application have more or less the same IPC. This assump-

tion does not hold in general as the IPC of applications can

change depending on the input data. Fortunately, it has

been shown [11] that the IPC of media applications is

roughly the same between frames. Hence, our proposal can

be applied to emerging multimedia applications.

4.1 Overview/Concept

In the challenge considered in this paper, we want to
guarantee a certain speed for the PPTs. We obtain this by
reserving the proper resources for them, proceeding
hierarchically. First, we reserve resources for PPT0 as it
has the highest priority. Then, we reserve resources for the
subsequent lower in priority, PPT1, from those resources
not used by PPT0, and so on. Finally, the remaining
resources are given to the UPTs.

The QoS mechanism we propose combines three key
ideas. First, we monitor the characteristics and execution
progress of each thread and give feedback to the OS.
Second, we employ resource administration and allocation,
guided by the demands of threads and the external
objective given by the OS. Third, we shield the PPTs against
the destructive interference of the other threads.

Another key point in our mechanism is that programs
experience different phases in their execution in which their
IPC varies significantly. Hence, if we want to realize a
certain percentage of the full speed of a program, we need
to take into account this varying IPC. We illustrate this by
an example. Fig. 3 shows local IPC values for gap for a
period of 4.5 million cycles in which each value has been
determined over an interval of 15,000 cycles. Assume that
the OS requires the processor to run this thread at 70 percent
of its full speed. The solid line is the average IPC for this
period and the dashed line represents the value to be
achieved by the processor. It is easily seen that, during some
periods, it is impossible to achieve this 70 percent of the
global IPC, even if the thread were given all the processor
resources. Moreover, if the processor achieves this 70 per-
cent of the global IPC during the first part of the interval
and subsequently gives all resources to this thread to
achieve full speed during the second part, then the overall
IPC value it would realize would be lower than 70 percent
of the global IPC.

The basis of our mechanism for dynamic resource
allocation rests on the observation that in order to realize
X percent of the overall IPC for a given job, it is sufficient to
realize X percent of the maximum possible IPC at every
instant throughout the execution of that job. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3 by the boldfaced curve labeled “80%
of local IPC.” Hence, the mechanism needs to determine the
variations in IPC of the PPT. In order to do this, we
distinguish two phases in our proposed mechanism that are
executed in alternate fashion, as shown in Fig. 4.

. Sample phase: During this first phase (60,000 cycles), all
shared resources are given to a PPT and the other
threads are temporarily stopped. As a result, we
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obtain an estimate of the current full speed of that PPT
during this phase which we call the local sampled IPC.

. Tune phase: During this phase (1.2M cycles), UPTs
are allowed to run. Our mechanism dynamically
varies the amount of resources given to both PPTs to
achieve the local target IPC. It is given by the local
sampled IPC computed in the last sample period
times the required percentage given by the OS,
which we call target percentage.

Clearly, if we are able in the sample phase to measure,
reasonably accurately, the full speed of a given PPT and in
the tune phase to realize a percentage X percent of that
sampled IPC, then we obtain an overall IPC that is about
X percent of the IPC of that PPT would have when executed
alone in the processor. In the next two subsections, we
discuss the sample phase and the tune phase in more detail.

4.2 Sample Phase: Determining the Local IPC
of a PPT

During the sample phase, we determine the local IPC of a
PPT by giving it all shared resources and, hence, suspend-
ing the others momentarily. Note that the longer the sample
phase, the longer the time that the SMT is dedicated to only
one thread, reducing its overall performance and starving
the Unpredictable Performance Threads. Hence, we have to
determine the local IPC of the PPT thread as fast as possible.
Our mechanism dedicates only 5 percent of the total
execution time to the sample phase.

4.2.1 Shared Resources

In our simulated architecture, as given in Section 5, there
are the following shared resources: fetch and issue slots,
IQ entries, physical registers, caches, TLBs, and the branch
predictor. Our mechanism takes into account the following:
L2 cache, IQs, physical registers, and the fetch and issue
bandwidth. The rest are freely shared among all threads.
These resources are allocated in the following way:

First, the allocation of the IQs and the physical registers
is as follows: Depending on the particular needs of the PPTs
during their execution, the number of resources allocated to
them is changed. When a shared resource is partitioned, one
part is dedicated to PPT0, another part to PPT1, and the
remaining part is dedicated to the UPTs.

Second, fetch and issue bandwidth is shared hierarchi-
cally. The PPT0 has priority to use it and, when PPT0 cannot
use the entire bandwidth, it is given to the PPT1. The
remaining bandwidth is used by UPTs, breaking ties with
icount.

Third, unlike previous resources, caches, TLBs, and the
branch predictor can suffer destructive interference because
an entry given to one thread can be evicted by another
thread. In order to get more insight into this interference,
we show in Fig. 5 how many interthread conflicts the PPT
suffers during a 100,000 cycle-long sample phase, averaged
over the entire run of a workload consisting of twolf as
PPT and mcf, equake, and swim as UPTs. We observe that,
as the sample phase progresses, the number of conflicts
goes toward zero for the instruction cache, data cache, TLB,
and BTB. From the figure, we conclude that, after a warm-up
period of 50,000 cycles, most interference in these shared

resources is removed. The branch predictor (PHT) takes
much longer to clear: We have measured that it takes more
than 5,000,000 cycles before interthread misses have
disappeared. However, we have also measured that this
interference is mostly neutral, giving a small loss in the
branch predictor hit rate of less than 1 percent. Hence, we
ignore the interference in the branch predictor. The
interference in the L2 cache is more serious: It extends for
about 1.5 million cycles and gives rise to a significant
performance degradation (more than 30 percent for some
benchmarks). This high number of cycles shows that we
cannot deal with the interference in the L2 by simply
extending the warmup phase. We address this problem
below.

The solution we propose to erase the conflicts in all
shared resources, except the L2 cache, consists of splitting
each sample period into two subphases. During the first
subphase, the warmup phase, that consists of 50,000 cycles,
the PPT is given all resources, but its IPC is not yet
determined. In the second subphase, the actual-sample phase,
the PPT keeps all resources and, moreover, its IPC is
determined. The duration of this subphase is 10,000 cycles
and it was determined empirically and is in accordance
with the results published in [24]. In this study, the authors
present a statistical study showing how to sample the trace
of a given thread in order to obtain an accurate measure of
its IPC.

4.2.2 Reducing L2 Cache Misses Due to Interthread

Interference

The L2 cache is an important source of unpredictability
because the effects of threads interferences remain for a
long time and because they affect the critical path
processor-memory.

Our solution to interthread interference in the L2 cache
consists of partitioning this cache into several parts. One part
is dedicated to each PPT and the other part can be used by
the entire workload, UPTs and PPTs. In order to meet the
demands for varying workloads and program behavior, we
employ dynamic cache partitioning. We assume that the
L2 cache is N-way set associative, where N is not too small:
In our simulator, L2 is 8-way set associative. We use a bit
vector of N bits that indicates which “ways” or elements in
the set are reserved for each PPT. The cache behaves like a
“normal” cache, except in the placement and replacement of
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Fig. 5. Misses suffered by the PPT due to the UPTs interference.



data. The PPT0 is allowed to use the entire L2, the PPT1 is
allowed to use the entire cache except the ways reserved for
the PPT0. Finally, the UPTs are restricted to using the
remainding subset of all the ways that exist in a set. An
extra, most significant, LRU bit is required for each way.
This bit is set to one for the reserved ways and to zero for
the other ways so that the lines reserved for a PPT always
have a higher access count than the lines in the shared part
of the cache. The bit of the PPT0 is more significant than the
bit of the PPT1.

Let us assume that a load/store instruction misses in the
L2 cache and causes a replacement/eviction. If that
instruction was issued by a UPT, then only lines belonging
to the shared part of the cache are selected for replacement
using the LRU algorithm. If it was issued by the PPT1, then
we mask this extra bit and we first select a victim line that
belongs to an UPT, if possible. If there does not exist such a
line, the LRU line from the lines belonging to the PPT1 and
in the shared part is selected as the victim. If that instruction
was issued by the PPT0, then we first select a victim that
belongs to a UPT. Next, to the PPT1 and, finally, if all data
in the set belong to the PPT0, the LRU line of the entire set is
selected as victim.

Note that this extension allows the cache to be used
normally when the SMT does not execute a workload with a
designated PPT: The extra bit is always masked. In [8], a
different cache partitioning technique, called column cach-
ing, has been proposed. However, this technique addresses
a much more general problem of cache partitioning.
Therefore, that technique is too heavily weighted to be
used for our purposes where the simple mechanism
described below suffices.

We propose an iterative method that dynamically varies
the number of ways reserved for the PPT. The control is
local to the cache and only receives from the processor
information about how many, if any, PPTs there are. It also
receives information about which phase, sample, or tune
these PPTs are currently in.

During each actual sample phase, every time a PPT
suffers an intrathread miss, a per-thread-counter is incre-
mented. We consider that a thread has experienced an
intrathread miss when it is going to use a cache position
used by other thread. At the end of the sampling period, if
the value of the counter is higher than a threshold3 of 8,
then the number of ways reserved for the PPT is increased
by 1. If, on the contrary, the counter is lower than the
threshold, this number is decreased by 1.

In this way, if PPTs experience few L2 misses due to
interference, we reduce the number of ways reserved for
them. Likewise, if they experience many misses, then we
increase the number of reserved ways. The maximum
number of ways that each PPT can reserve is an empirically
derived value that depends on the configuration and on the
relative order of priorities. Of course, the higher the number
of ways in the L2 cache, the better this algorithm works.
This is not a limiting factor, as current trends in computer
architecture show that the number of ways in the outer

cache level of processors is increasing. For example, the

Sparc64 VI [14] has a 12-way L2 cache. The L2 of the Power5

[12] is 10-way. The AMD K8 has a 16-way L2 cache [1].
In our configuration, we can reserve up to 4 ways for the

PPT0 and up to 2 for the PPT1.

4.3 Tune Phase: Realizing the Target IPC

After each sample phase of 60,000 cycles, there is a tune phase

where we try to achieve the target percentage of the local IPC

measured in the previous sample period, that is, the local

target IPC. As stated in Section 4.1, we want the sample phase

to be at most 5 percent of the total execution time. For this

reason, each tune phase takes 1.2 million cycles.
We proceed as follows: First, we adjust the partitioning

of the L2 cache that remains the same for the entire tune

phase. This adjustment has been described in the previous

section. Second, the amount of the other shared resources

(IQ entries and the physical registers) dedicated to each PPT

is dynamically varied as follows: Each tune phase is split

into 80 subphases of 15,000 cycles. At the end of every

subphase, the average IPC of the PPTs in this subphase is

computed. If the IPC of the PPT0 is lower than its local

target IPC, then the amount of resources given to it is

increased. We proceed similarly with the PPT1. Otherwise,

if this IPC is higher than the local target IPC, then the

amount of resources given to this PPT is decreased.
We vary the number of instances of each resource

dedicated to a PPT by a fixed amount that equals the total

number of instances of that resource divided by a

granularity factor, which has been empirically set to 16. For

example, for the 32-entry issue queues, this amount is

32=16 ¼ 2. Our results show that this factor does not affect

the final result much as long as its value is not too low. In

that case, our mechanism would need many tuning phases

to increase the amount of resources given to the PPTs so

that their IPC converge to the targetIPC.
Finally, we have observed that the local sampled IPC

values are sometimes lower than they should be due to

interference from LPTs, mainly in the L2 cache. This results

in local target IPCs that are lower than they should be and,

thus, the final IPC obtained for the PPTs is also lower than

the target IPC given by the OS. In order to counteract this

effect, we also take into account the global IPC of the PPT: At

the end of each subphase, we check whether the total IPC of

the PPT under consideration up to this cycle is lower than

the target IPC given by the OS. We introduce a compensation

term C for this effect, as shown in (1). This term artificially

increases the local target IPC so that the final IPC of that

PPT converges to the target IPC given by the OS. In this

formula, X is the target percentage.

local target IPC ¼ ðX þ CÞ
100

� local IPC: ð1Þ

Initially, C is zero. If the total IPC is smaller than the target

IPC, we increase C by 5. Conversely, if the global IPC is

larger than the target IPC, we decrease C by 5. However, we

stipulate that C does not become smaller than zero or

greater than 100�X.
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3. The value of this threshold was determined empirically based on the
memory latency and the duration of the sample phase. A change of any of
these parameters requires an adjustment of this value.



4.4 Hardware Implementation

The implementation of our mechanism involves two main

parts: tracking the resources used by each thread and

tracking the phase and subphase the mechanism is in. The

implementation we propose is valid for any number of

PPTs. For simplicity, we explain our implementation when

there is one PPT.

4.4.1 Hardware to Track Resource Usage

The objective of this hardware is to track the amount of

resources given to each thread and avoid having a thread

use more resources than given to it. It has three main blocks

of logic.
Track: We need a resource usage counter for each resource

under control, both for each PTT and the UPTs. Each

counter tracks the number of slots that each thread has of

that resource. Fig. 6 shows the counters required for a

2-context SMT with one PPT if we track the issue queues.

Resource usage counters are incremented in the decode

stage (indicated by (1) in Fig. 6). Issue queue usage counters

are decremented when the instruction is issued (2). We also

control the occupancy of the physical registers. Hence, two

limit resources and two queue usage counters are required,

one for each register file (integer and fp). Register usage

counters are decremented when instructions are committed.
All extra registers are special purpose registers. This has

a twofold implication. First, they do not belong to the

register file. The design of the register file is left unchanged

with respect to the baseline architecture. Second, these

counters are changed implicitly by our mechanism. These

counters are not visible to the OS.

The implementation cost of these counters depends on
the particular architecture. However, we believe that it is
low due to the fact that current processors have tens of
performance and event counters, e.g., the Intel Pentium4
has more than 60 performance and event counters [2].

Compare: We also need two registers, called limit

registers, that contain the maximum number of entries that
each PPT and the UPTs are entitled to use. In the example
shown in Fig. 6, we need six counters: one for each type of
issue queue (integer, fp, and load/store) for both each PPT
and the UPTs. Every cycle we compare the resource usage
counters of each thread with the limit registers (3). If a
thread is using more slots than given to it, then a signal is
sent to the fetch stage to stall instructions fetch from this
thread (4).

Stall: If this signal is activated, the fetch mechanism does
not fetch instruction from that thread until the number of
entries used for this thread decreases. Otherwise, the thread
is allowed to compete for the fetch bandwidth as
determined by the fetch policy.

4.4.2 Tracking Phases

At any given time, we have to track the phase/subphase
our mechanism is in. We use a Finite State Machine (FSM)
to do this, as shown in Table 1. This FSM has only six states
and is quite simple and can be implemented with four
counters and simple control logic.

The FSM starts by establishing the PPT whose full speed
we are going to sample in this sample phase, PPTcurrent
(S0). All resources are given to that PPT. This is done by
simply setting its IQ and physical register limit registers to
the maximum number of resources, and resetting the other
entries. Next, at the end of the warm-up phase (S2), we
begin to compute the IPC of the PPTcurrent. At the end of
the actual-sample phase (S4), we compute the local target
IPC and set the resource allocation to converge to the local
target IPC. We also vary the number of ways reserved for
the PPTs. At the end of each tune su-phase (S6), we vary the
resource allocation again. After 80 tune subphases, we
restart the process by changing the PPT.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we describe our baseline architecture and the
benchmarks we use to evaluate our proposal.
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Fig. 6. Hardware required to implement our mechanism.

TABLE 1
FSM to Track Phases



5.1 Simulation Tool

In this paper, we use a trace driven SMT simulator derived
from smtsim [23]. The simulator consists of our own trace
driven front-end and an improved version of smtsim’s back-
end. The simulator allows executing wrong path instructions
by using a separate basic block dictionary that contains all
static instructions. Table 2 shows the main parameters of the
simulated processor, which has a 12-stage pipeline. We use a
2.8 fetch mechanism, which means that we can fetch eight
instructions per cycle from up to two threads.

5.2 Benchmarks

The present paper is a “proof of concept” of how controlling
SMT internal resource can enable SMTs to execute real-time
applications. Our purpose is to show the robustness of our
method. For this reason, we have used benchmarks that
have high resources demands, which makes it difficult to
ensure a minimum IPC for a given PPT.

MediaBench benchmarks have a lower cache miss rate
than SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks. Our results show that, on
average in our baseline architecture, SPEC CPU bench-
marks experience one L2 miss every 126 committed
instructions, while MediaBench benchmarks experience a
miss every 19,400 committed instructions. As shown in [25],
MediaBench benchmarks are mainly CPU bounded rather
than memory bounded. Given that SPEC CPU benchmarks
experience more L2 misses, their resource demands are
higher. The present paper is a “proof of concept” of how
controlling SMT internal resources can enable SMTs to be
used in real-time systems. Our purpose is to show the
robustness of our method. For this reason, we have used
SPEC benchmarks that have high resource demands, which
makes it difficult to ensure a minimum IPC for a given PPT.
It is clear that, if our mechanism works with applications
with high resource requirements, like SPEC CPU bench-
marks, it will work with applications with fewer resource
requirements, like MediaBench benchmarks.

Traces of SPEC benchmarks were collected of the most
representative 300 million instruction segment, following an
idea presented in [19]. The workloads consist of integer and
fp programs from the SPEC2000 benchmarks. Each program
was compiled using the DEC Alpha AXP-21264 C/C++
compiler with the -O2 -non_shared options and executed
using the reference input set. Programs are divided into two

groups based on their cache behavior (see Table 3): Those
with an L2 cache miss rate higher than 1 percent are
memory bounded (MEM) programs. The others are ILP
programs. The L2 miss rate is calculated with respect to the
number of dynamic loads.

6 RESULTS

In this section, we show the results obtained with our
strategy. We first analyze results when there is only one
PPT. After that, we discuss results when there are two PPTs
at the same time. The results focus on three main points.
First, we show the average performance obtained for the
PPT(s) for each workload type. Second, we show the
throughput of the UPTs. And, third, we show the total
throughput obtained.

6.1 One PPT

In this experiment, we consider all combinations in which
the PPT is ILP or MEM and the UPTs are ILP or MEM also.
A workload is identified by two parameters: the type of the
PPT and the type of the UPTs. For example, a workload of
type IM means that the PPT is ILP and the UPTs are MEM.
For each of the four workload types, we create four different
sets of threads to avoid having our results be biased toward
a specific set of threads by taking all possible combinations
from Table 4. That is, we vary the PPT, but keep the UPTs
fixed in order to not create a prohibitively large number of
workloads to examine. We selected as MEM benchmarks
those with the highest L2 miss rate (twolf and mcf for
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Baseline Configuration

TABLE 3
L2 Cache Behavior of Benchmarks

TABLE 4
Workloads for 1-Thread Prioritization



integer benchmarks and art, swim, lucas, and equake for
FP). ILP benchmarks have been selected randomly. In this
section, we present average results for each group in each
workload. For example, the II set with 3 threads (II3) is the
average results of workloads gzip+(gcc+wupwise),
bzip2+(gcc+wupwise), mesa+(gcc+wupwise), and
fma3d+(gcc+wupwise). For all workloads, the simulation
ends when the PPT finishes. Any UPT in the workload that
finishes earlier is reexecuted.

6.1.1 PPT Performance

In Fig. 7, we show, for the different workloads and different
target percentages, the overall percentage of full program
speed that we have obtained using our mechanism. On the
x-axis, the target percentage of the full speed of the PPT is
given, ranging from 10 percent to 90 percent. For each size
of the workload (two, three, or four threads), the achieved
IPC for the PPT as a percentage of its full IPC is given. We
see that, over the entire range of different workloads and
target percentages, we achieve this target or a little bit more
(approximately 3 percent). Only on the two extreme ends of
the range of targets are we somewhat off target. We discuss
the discrepancies for the 10 and 90 percent cases since they
give the most insight into how our mechanism works.

Ten percent case: If the target IPC should be 10 percent
of the full speed, we achieve percentages between 13 and
21. To explain this, first consider the II2 workload in which
two ILP threads are running. Suppose both threads have a
full speed of four IPC. Then, during 5 percent of the time
during the sample phase, the PPT reaches this full speed.
During the remaining 95 percent of the time, it reaches
0.4 IPC. Hence, in total, it reaches 0:05� 4þ 0:95� 0:4 ¼
0:58 IPC, which is 15 percent of its full speed of four IPC.
From Fig. 7, it is also clear that, for the workloads II3 and
II4, the achieved percentage is closer to 10. This can be
explained because, as the number of threads increases, the

IPC value of the PPT in the sampling period is lower due to
more interference from the other threads. As a result, the
overall IPC of the PPT drops a little.

Next, in the case of the IM workload, the memory
bounded UPTs causes L2 cache pollution, more than in the
case for the II workloads. Hence, the measured IPC of the
PPT during the sample phase is lower than it should be and,
during the tune phases, the PPT also suffers from
interference. Hence, the effects described for the II case
above do not show up as profoundly in the MI case and the
overall throughput is closer to 10 percent, as it should be.

For the MI workload, the mcf benchmark has a full
speed of 0.15 IPC. Hence, 10 percent of this full speed is
only 0.015 IPC. Due to the duration of the sample phase, we
reach a slightly higher overall IPC than this. However, the
absolute numbers are so small that such a minimal
deviation causes a high relative error: Ee measured a
30 percent deviation. Hence, the error in the IPC of mcf
dominates the average results shown in the figure and,
therefore, the large difference is due to this benchmark.
Moreover, in general, MEM benchmarks have low IPC
values and when they are used as PPT, small differences in
their IPCs again cause large relative errors. For the MM
workload, the same explanation holds as for the
MI workload.

Ninety percent case: At the other end of the spectrum,
when the required percentage is 90, the realized percentage
is 2 to 5 percent lower than it should be. To explain these
differences, if the UPTs are memory bounded, then they
cause much pollution in the L2 cache. Hence, the IPC of the
PPT we measure during the sample phases is lower than it
should be. Moreover, during the tune phase, memory
bounded UPTs cause much interference in the L2 cache
also. Therefore, the relative IPC of the IM workloads is
lower than the IPC of the II workloads and, during the tune
phase, we achieve an IPC value that is too low also.
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Fig. 7. Realized IPC values for the PPT. The x-axis shows the target percentage of full speed of the PPT and size of the workloads. The four different

bars represent the four different types of workload discussed in Section 5.



However, in case the UPTs are ILP, this pollution is much
less and, therefore, achieved IPC values are higher than for
the previous case. We can conclude that, when the required
percentage is 90, it can be more preferable to run the PPT in
isolation and reach 100 percent of its full speed.

Thirty percent to eighty percent case: In more common
situations where target percentages range from 30 to 80, we
already achieve these percentages almost exactly, being less
than 1 percent over target on average.

6.1.2 Total Performance

In Fig. 8, we show a small variation of the QoS space
presented in Section 2. In this case, the y-axis indicates the
relative IPC of the unique PPT and the x-axis the
throughput obtained by our mechanism with respect to
flush++ [5]. This fetch policy is an improved version of the
flush policy proposed in [21]. Results are averaged for
workloads with two, three, and four threads. The legend
shows different workload types as well as the relative IPC
required for the PPT. For example, the point II20 is the
average result when the PPT is ILP and the UPTs are ILP
(workload sets II2, II3, and II4), for which the PPT is run at
20 percent of its full speed. For clarity, we only show those
percentages that are a multiple of 20. However, we also
show the case of 90 percent because this high percentage
poses particular problems.

In the II workloads (the triangles in Fig. 8), all threads are
ILP and have a high throughput and do not occupy
hardware resources for a long time. That means that both,
the PPT and the UPTs highly profit resources. As a result,
for intermediate target percentages, overall performance
does not drop much compared to flush++. Only for the
extreme target percentages is this performance slightly less.
On average, our mechanism achieves 90 percent of the
throughput obtained with flush++ for the II workloads. In
addition, we should take into account that this slowdow is
also due to stopping the UPTs during the sample phases.

For the IM workloads (the squares in Fig. 8), the UPT
threads are MEM and experience many loads that miss in
the L2 cache. Hence, these threads have low IPC and tend to
occupy resources for a long time, which has an adverse
effect on the speed of the other threads in standard fetch
policies. When the PPT is required to run at a low speed, the
UPTs receive many resources and run at a speed that is
close to the speed they would obtain under flush++.
However, since the total throughput for flush++ mainly

derives from the speed of the PPT, total throughput is
degraded. On the other hand, when we require a high
relative IPC for the PPT which is ILP, total throughput
increases because the PPT runs at a higher speed than it
would under flush++. When the relative IPC of the PPT is
80 percent or higher, throughput is higher than with flush++
because, although flush++ is designed to deal with this
situation by flushing a thread after an L2 miss, it also needs
to refetch and reissue all flushed instructions, degrading its
performance.

The MI workloads (the diamonds in Fig. 8) present the
opposite situation of the previous one. In this case, the total
throughput in flush++ comes largely from the UPT. When
the PPT is required to run at a low speed, the UPTs get
many resources and can run faster than they would under
flush++. Hence, total throughput is higher than under
flush++. When the relative IPC of the PPT is 40 percent or
less, throughput is higher than with flush++. Conversely,
when the PPT runs at a high relative IPC, it is allocated
many shared resources to achieve this. As a result, total
throughput drops since the full speed of the PPT is low and
also because the UPTs are denied many resources so that
their speed becomes less than under flush++.

For the MM workloads (the circles in Fig. 8), neither the
PPT nor the UPTs can make efficient use of resources.
Hence, given that the PPT and the UPTs use resources in a
similar way, there is not a significant variation in
throughput when varying the target relative IPC of the
PPT and it is almost the same as under flush++. Only for the
extreme ends does total throughput drop since, in these
cases, resources are occupied by either PPT or UPTs when
some of these resources would have been used better under
flush++.

6.1.3 Summary

We can draw two main conclusions from these results. The
first and most important one is that our QoS mechanism is
capable of realizing a target IPC for a particular PPT within
an error margin of less than 2 percent on average for
relative IPCs from 10 percent to 80 percent. Another
conclusion is that, at the same time, it maximizes total
throughput, achieving relative IPCs of over 90 percent
compared with the throughput obtained using flush++. In
fact, flush++ can be improved up to 40.2 percent, for the
IM4 workload (gzip as the PPT and (mcf + equake +

swim) as the UPTs), when the PPT requires 90 percent of its
full speed. The OS level job scheduler could take advantage
of the trends shown in Fig. 8 in order to improve
throughput. For example, if the scheduler needs to deal
with a workload consisting of a nontime critical MEM
thread and a number of ILP threads, it can be advisable to
run this MEM thread as an PPT with a low target
percentage of its full IPC: The overall throughput can be
larger than for flush++.

6.2 Two PPTs

In our experiments with two PPTs, we vary the required
target IPC for both High Priority Threads from 10 percent
to 80 percent with a step of 10 percent. Hence, we study
our mechanism for target IPCs for PPT0 and PPT1 of
10=10; 10=20; . . . ; 80=80, a total of 64 different combinations
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Fig. 8. QoS space where the y-axis shows the target percentage of full

speed of the PPT and the x-axis the throughput obtained by our

mechanism with respect to flush++. The legend shows different

workload types as well as target percentages required for the PPT.



of target percentages. Furthermore, we consider combina-

tions where the PPT0, the PPT1, and the UPTs can all be

either ILP or MEM; this leads to eight possible types of

workload. We also study the situation when there are both

one and two UPTs. Hence, there are 8� 2 ¼ 16 types and,

for each type, 64 combinations of target percentages, hence

64� 16 ¼ 1; 024 experiments.
A complete study of all benchmarks is not feasible due to

excessive simulation times. We have used the benchmarks

shown in Table 5. For each type of workload, we use two

different sets of threads to minimize any bias toward a

specific set of threads. Hence, a total of 1; 024� 2 ¼ 2; 048

experiments have been carried out. Table 6 shows the

composition of each of the eight types of workload. Since

we want to have two workloads for each type, we also use

the workloads obtained by replacing gzip and twolf as

PPT0 by mesa and art, respectively. In this table, the “key”

column denotes the type of the workload, i.e., III means that

the PPT0, the PPT1, and the UPT(s) are ILP.

6.2.1 Speed of PPT0 and PPT1

Fig. 9a and Fig. 10b show the resulting QoS spaces for each

type of workload.4 In these figures, the x-axis shows the

relative IPC of PPT0 and the y-axis the relative IPC of PPT1.

The legend shows the target percentage required for the

PPT0 and for the PPT1, respectively. For clarity, we only

show those percentages that are multiples of 20. The main

conclusions we can draw from these charts are the

following:

. In all cases, we achieve the required percentage for
the PPT0 or with an error lower than 2 percent on
average. This indicates us that we are effectively
isolating the execution of the PPT0 from the other
threads. Furthermore, the addition of PPT1 does not
affect PPT0.

. There are almost no differences when the type of the
UPTs is changed (parts (a) and (b) in each figure).
This indicates that, in our mechanism, the UPTs do
not affect the execution of PPT0 and PPT1.

. For the PPT1, we do not always achieve the required
percentage.5 We differentiate three cases.

- When PPT0 is ILP (the IXX workloads), the
combinations that fail are 40/80, 60/80, 80/40,
80/60, and 80/80.

- When PPT0 is MEM (the MXX workloads), the
combinations that fail are 60/80, 80/40, 80/60,
and 80/80.

- If both PPT0 and PPT1 are MEM (the MMX
workloads), the combinations 60/60 and 40/80
also fail.

As a rule of thumb, we can realize the required
percentages X and Y for PPT0 and PPT1, respectively, for
all types of workload if X þ Y � 100.

That we fail in some cases to realize the target
percentages for both PPT0 and PPT1 is not due to
incorrectly isolating PPT1, but to an insufficient amount of
resources inside the processor. Fig. 11 shows the amount of
shared resources (IQ entries and physical regs) and ways of
the L2 cache required to achieve a given percentage of the
relative IPC of the PPT0. Obviously, the higher the required
percentage, the higher the amount that needs to be
reserved. It is interesting to observe that, when PPT0 is
ILP and a relative percentage higher than 70 percent is
required, then the amount of reserved resources is
50 percent or higher. This means that we cannot run both
PPT0 and PPT1 at a relative IPC of 70 percent or higher. The
same happens when the PPT is MEM when the required
percentage is 60 percent or more.

Concerning the number of ways in the L2 cache, we
observe that, as we increase the required percentage of the
full speed of PPT0, the amount of ways that need to be
reserved decreases for both types of PPT0. This is because,
as we increase the percentage to achieve, the number of
conflicts in the tune periods due to the other threads
decreases since these threads are given fewer opportunities
to run.

For the MEM threads, four ways of the 8-way cache need
to be reserved in order to avoid significant performance
degradation and failure to achieve the given target
percentage. Only when the target IPC for the PPT is
70 percent or more do fewer ways need to be reserved. This
shows that, when both threads are MEM, the conflicts in the
L2 cache can slow down the PPT1 because it can only
reserve up to two ways. For the ILP threads, the number of
reserved ways required is much lower and this number
decreases as the target IPC increases.

6.2.2 Total Throughput

In this section, we take a closer look at the throughput
obtained by our mechanism for each of the different
workload types and target percentages in turn. In all cases,
two main observations characterize the obtained perfor-
mance. First, better results are achieved if more resources
are given to ILP threads than when these resources are
devoted to MEM threads. Second, when we have to divide
resources between threads with similar characteristics (all
threads are MEM or ILP), then nonextreme target percen-
tages lead to better performance results.

Fig. 12a to Fig. 13b show, for each workload type and
required percentages for the PPT0 and the PPT1, the
performance obtained with our policy with respect to the
performance obtained with flush++. The results depending
on the workload type are the following: As before, we only
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TABLE 5
Subset of Threads for 2-Thread Prioritization

4. Due to lack of space, we only show the IXX workloads. The trends for
MXX workloads are the same that for IXX workloads

5. In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the shadowed area represents, approximately,
those points which our mechanism is not able to accomplish with the OS
requirements



show the result for IXX workloads. The conclusions for

MXX workloads are the same.
Type III. Given that all threads have similar behavior,

the best results are achieved for intermediate percentages,

that is, for percentages between 30 and 70 percent. The best

result is achieved when the PPT0 requires 50 percent of its

full speed and the PPT1 60 percent, obtaining 91 percent of

the throughput obtained with flush++. This small drop in

throughput is due to the fact that flush++ is implemented on

top of icount. icount achieves good results for ILP threads

and the division of resources disrupts its behavior. In some

cases, resources are reserved for threads that are stalled

when these resources could have been used by the other

threads. However, our mechanism obtains 82.4 percent of

the performance obtained with flush++ on average, showing

that our mechanism does not need to pay too high a price in

order to meet OS requirements.
Type IIM. In this case, the higher the rIPC of both the

PPT0 and the PPT1, the higher the throughput. This is

caused by the fact that, in these cases, a lower number of

resources is given to the UPTs that are MEM and that have a

low IPC by themselves. Hence, under flush++, the UPTs

tend to occupy resources for a long time which degrades the

performance of the ILP threads. In our situation, the UPTs

are not given the opportunity to hold many resources and,
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TABLE 6
Workloads for 2-Thread Prioritization

Fig. 9. Quality of Service (QoS) space for IIX workloads: (a) III workloads and (b) IIM workloads.

Fig. 10. Quality of Service (QoS) space for IMX workloads: (a) IMI workloads and (b) IMM workloads.

Fig. 11. Shared resources required to achieve a given relative IPC.



as a result, the PPTs reach a higher speed than under
flush++ and total throughput increases.

Type IMI. Better results are achieved as the rIPC of the
PPT0 increases, excluding the extreme cases of 20/80 and
40/80. For a given rIPC of the PPT0, better results are
achieved when the rIPC of the PPT1 is small because this
PPT1 is MEM and then receives fewer resources. Since the
UPTs are ILP, they obtain a high speed under flush++.
Using our mechanism, they reach a much lower speed since
many resources are dedicated to the PPTs and they cannot
use these resources, even if they would be idle. Hence,
throughput is degraded compared to flush++ since PPT1 is
allocated many resources.

Type IMM. The higher the rIPC of the PPT0, the better

the results since more resources are given to this ILP thread.

For a given rIPC of the PPT0, better results are obtained for

intermediate values of the PPT1. Using flush++, PPT0 would

obtain a speed that is larger than 20 percent of its full speed.

Hence, fixing the required speed of PPT0 at 20 percent,

many resources go to slow MEM threads. This increases

their throughput, but, since this throughput is small to start

with, total throughput is less than for flush++. Conversely, if

PPT0 receives many resources in order to realize a high

target percentage, it runs much faster than under flush++.

Since the type of the workload is IMM, this implies that

total throughput is much higher than for flush++.

6.2.3 UPTs Throughput

Fig. 14a shows the performance of the UPTs when they are

ILP, that is, the average of the III, IMI, MII, and MMI

workloads (XXI). Fig. 14b shows the UPTs performance

when they are MEM. In these figures, rIPC denotes the

target percentage (or relative IPC) of a thread requested by

the OS. As expected, as the sum of the target percentages

becomes less, UPTs receive more resources and their IPC

increases. Conversely, if this sum becomes larger, the

throughput of the UPTs decreases. However, their through-

put never becomes zero and, even in the cases where a high
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Fig. 12. Total throughput with respect to the flush++ instruction fetch policy for IIX workloads: (a) III workloads and (b) IIM workloads.

Fig. 13. Total throughput with respect to the flush++ instruction fetch policy for IMX workloads: (a) IMI workloads and (b) IMM workloads.

Fig. 14. UPTs throughput: (a) XXI workloads and (b) XXM workloads.



target percentage for both PPT0 and PPT1 is to be reached,

the UPTs still have some throughput. This shows that our

mechanism reserves a minimal amount of resources for the

PPTs to realize the required target throughput for them and

can successfully use the remaining resources for the UPTs,

even when there are only a limited number of fetch slots, IQ

entries, etc., that are not claimed by the PPTs.

6.2.4 Summary

The results have shown that our mechanism always
achieves the required target IPC for the PPT0 with an error
less than 2 percent on average. The addition of a minimum
required IPC for a second thread, PPT1, does not affect the
behavior of PPT0. For PPT1, the target is not achieved when
the amount of resources is too small to realize both
percentages at the same time.

Compared to a traditional superscalar processor and
previous SMT fetch policies, our mechanism enables one
degree of freedom more in scheduling jobs on an SMT
processor: Jobs can be given a certain share of the available
resources. Our experiments show that a resource conscious
job scheduler, by using this level of freedom, could
significantly improve a traditional one on top of a fetch
policy. On average, our mechanism achieves 90.4 percent of
the performance achieved by flush++. For some workloads,
we achieve an improvement of 228 percent: For the IMM3
workload (mesa as PPT0, twolf as PPT1, and mcf as UPT),
flush++ achieves an IPC of 1.782, whereas our mechanism,
when the target percentage for the PPT0 and the PPT1 is
80 percent, leads to an IPC of 4.074.

7 CONCLUSION

Current Operating Systems view the different contexts of an
SMT as multiple independent virtual processors. As a
result, the OS schedules threads onto what it regards as
processing units operating in parallel. However, in an SMT,
those threads are competing with each other for the
resources of a single processor. On the other hand, in
current SMT processors, resource allocation is done
implicitly as determined by the fetch policy. Both factors,
lead to performance unpredictability as the OS is not able to
guarantee priorities or time constraints on the execution of a
thread if that thread is to be run concurrently with other
threads. As a result, we need to run time-critical applica-
tions in isolation, degrading overall performance. We have
proposed a novel strategy that enables a bidirectional
interaction between the OS SMT processors, allowing the
OS to run up to two time-critical jobs at a predetermined
IPC, regardless of the workload that these threads are
executed in. As a consequence, this enables the OS to run
time-critical jobs without dedicating all internal resources to
them and, so, other low priority jobs can make significant
progress as well.

We have tested our mechanism in a 4-context SMT with
up to two time-critical jobs (PPT0 and PPT1), for which we
require a minimum IPC. When one thread is prioritized, our
mechanism achieves, for the entire range of workloads and
target percentages, up to 80 percent, the required percen-
tage or a little more. When two threads are to be prioritized

at the same time, we always reach the target percentage for

the PPT0 with an error less than 2 percent on average. The

addition of a minimum required IPC for a second HPT, the

PPT1, does not affect PPT0. For the PPT1, the target is not

achieved only when the amount of resources is too small to

accomplish this. This allows the OS, by designating pme or

two PPTs as well as their target percentages, to control the

execution of these threads regardless of the workload they

are executed in. As an additional advantage, in some cases,

our mechanism improves throughput compared to flush++,

achieving 90 percent of the performance of flush++. This

shows that, if the target were to maximize performance,

then the synergy of the OS job scheduler and our workload

and resource conscious policy could significantly outper-

form the best currently known fetch policies for SMT.
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